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Abstra t. This paper des ribes optimizations for he king proofs represented in the Edinburgh Logi al Framework (LF). The optimizations allow large proofs to be he ked eÆ iently whi h annot feasibly be he ked
using the standard algorithm for LF. The ru ial optimization is a form
of result a hing. To formalize this optimization, a path al ulus for LF
is developed and shown equivalent to a standard al ulus.

1 Introdu tion
The ability for automated reasoning systems to produ e easily veri able proofs
has been widely re ognized as valuable (e.g., [23, 4℄). Re ently, appli ations like
proof- arrying ode and proof- arrying authenti ation have reated a new need
for proofs that an be eÆ iently veri ed by a simple proof he ker [15, 2℄. The
Edinburgh Logi al Framework (LF) [10℄ is a widely used meta-language for representing proof systems for these appli ations. The representation is su h that
proof he king is redu ed to LF type he king.
The CVC (\a Cooperating Validity Che ker") [21℄ system has the apability to produ e proofs in a variant of LF for valid formulas in a quanti er-free
fragment of rst-order logi with ba kground theories. During validity he king,
CVC omputes values like a normal form n for a rst-order term t. The omputation produ es a proof p that t = n. The normal form and the proof are
both a hed with t, and they an then both be reused later without repeating
the omputation. Internally, CVC represents proofs as a dire ted a y li graph
(DAG) with maximal sharing of ommon subexpressions. Reusing the a hed
normal form n for t results in a proof where the subproof p has more than one
in oming edge in the DAG.
The problem then arises, how are proofs represented as DAGs to be he ked?
Sin e the DAG form for an expression an be exponentially smaller than the tree
form, it would be disastrous to unfold the DAG to a tree by dupli ating shared
subexpressions wherever they o ur. Proofs produ ed for large formulas by CVC
an be megabytes long as a DAG, and at least gigabytes long as trees. Clearly,
the proof he ker must itself use some form of result a hing if it is to he k a
proof represented as a DAG. The result that should be a hed is the theorem (if
any) that a subproof proves.
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A naive approa h to a hing would have the proof he ker a he the theorem whi h a subproof proves and reuse that result whenever that subproof is
en ountered subsequently. This approa h is unsound, be ause synta ti ally identi al subproofs may prove di erent theorems, depending on where they appear
in a proof. This is be ause proofs introdu e (named) lo al assumptions. For example, a proof (modus-ponens assumption1 assumption2 ) might prove B in a
part of the proof where assumption1 is an assumption that A ! B holds and
assumption2 is an assumption that A holds; and it might prove C in a part of the
proof where assumption1 is an assumption that A ! C holds. Proofs produ ed
by CVC have this kind of dependen y of subproofs on lo al assumptions. So
some form of a hing is required that respe ts the s ope of lo al assumptions.
One approa h that is sound but turns out to be ineÆ ient is to maintain
a table H mapping subproofs to the theorems they prove, and simply lear
H during proof he king whenever the set of a tive assumptions hanges. This
approa h is sound be ause multiple o urren es of the same subproof do indeed
prove the same theorem under the same set of assumptions. It is ineÆ ient
be ause a subproof may depend on only a subset of the set of a tive assumptions,
and so learing all results may ause the theorem proved by that subproof to be
omputed again unne essarily. A prototype proof he ker using this approa h
was unable to he k the proofs produ ed by CVC in a reasonable amount of
time and spa e.
A natural alternative to learing all a hed results whenever an assumption
a hanges is to lear a hed results only for those subproofs that depend on
a. Also, there is no need to lear a hed results eagerly, as soon as a hanges.
Results may be leared lazily; whenever an attempt is made to reuse the theorem
a hed for some subproof, a he k an be performed to see if the assumptions
that the subproof depends on have hanged. This is better than eager learing
of a hed results, be ause not all subproofs will o ur multiple times, and so
not all a hed results will need to be leared. This lazy approa h to a hing has
been implemented in a proof he ker alled ea, whi h is able to he k example
proofs produ ed by CVC in a modest amount of time and spa e that ould not
be he ked at all previously.
The rst ontribution of this paper is to formalize a generalization of this
approa h to ontext-dependent a hing in the setting of LF, and prove it orre t
with respe t to a standard algorithm for LF type- he king (Se tions 2, 3, and 4).
To improve the performan e of type he king further, two other optimizations
are developed: variable-sensitive safe substitution (Se tion 5) and in remental
lassi er omputation for left-nested appli ations (Se tion 6). Experimental results using ea are given for proofs produ ed by CVC (Se tion 7). The paper
assumes some familiarity with type theory.

2 The Edinburgh Logi al Framework
In this se tion, we brie y des ribe a standard al ulus for LF. This is done in
te hni al detail to enable the pre ise statement of subsequent theorems. Let Sym
be an in nite set of symbols. A binding of a symbol a 2 Sym is an expression
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of the form a :  . If a list L of bindings ontains a binding x :  , we say that
L binds x. The addition of a binding x :  to the end of a list of bindings is
denoted ; x :  .
De nition 1 (lookup ). If is a list of bindings of symbols , then lookup(v; )
is de ned indu tively as follows. If is of the form 0 ; x : , then lookup(v; )
equals  if v  x, and lookup(v; 0 ) otherwise. If is the empty list, then
lookup(v; ) is unde ned.
Figure 1 presents a standard al ulus for LF ( f. [17℄, Chapter 5 of [3℄). The
primary derivable obje ts are sequents of the form ` X : Y . It is required
in all rules that ` Ctx is derivable. Symbols may be bound more than on e
by in sequents; the lookup fun tion is used to nd the most re ently added
binding in for a symbol. Bound variables may not be ta itly renamed. The
notation A[x := N ℄ is used for the result of safely substituting expression N for
symbol x in expression A. A formal de nition of safe substitution is delayed till
Se tion 5 below. The rule (app) requires the domain type A of the operator M
and the type A0 of the argument N to be equivalent (A 
= A0 ). This is di erent
from other presentations, whi h usually require those types to be synta ti ally
identi al, not just equivalent; they then use a separate rule of onversion to relassify N with type A, if indeed A 
= A0 . The test used for equivalen e is the
term-dire ted, ontext-independent one of [7℄, whose des ription is omitted here.
It should be possible to extend the results to a ontext-dependent test like that
of [11℄.

I. Classi ations:
(ax)
(lam)

; x:A

`
`

`

(app)
(pi)

A = lookup(v; )

v:A

`

`

(type)

`

M :B
`  x : A: B :
 x : A: M :  x : A: B

type : kind
type; kindg

2 f

M :  x : A: B
` N : A
A
=A
` (M N ) : B [x := N ℄
0

A : type
`

;x:A
 x : A: B :

`

B:

0

type; kindg

2 f

II. Contexts:
( txemp)

` 

Ctx

( txadd)
Fig. 1.

`

` A :
; : A Ctx

type; kindg

2 f

A standard presentation of LF
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3 An annotation al ulus for LF
This se tion presents a new al ulus for LF, whi h is used to present the ontextdependent a hing optimization in Se tion 4 below. It is lear that some te hni al
ma hinery beyond the standard al ulus of Se tion 2 is required to des ribe
a hing. The te hni al devi e used here is that of typing annotations. The new
al ulus for LF derives an entire typing annotation of an expression e and all
its subexpressions, as opposed to the type of a single expression only. Ca hing
may then be formalized in a rule that says when typing information may be
opied from one o urren e of a subterm of e to annotate another o urren e.
An alternative te hni al devi e for formalizing a hing, but one whi h we do not
pursue here, might be some kind of expli it de nition or abbreviation.

3.1 Preliminaries
The standard set-theoreti notion of partial fun tion is assumed, together with
related set-theoreti operations su h as union, whi h will be performed on fun tions ( f. [9℄). For a unary partial fun tion e, we use the notation e(x) # to
mean e is de ned at x and e(x) " to mean it is not. The domain of de nition
of e is denoted Def(e). Expressions are formalized as unary partial fun tions
from the set of positions (De nition 2) to a set of symbols (as in, e.g., [6℄).
This approa h allows expressions and annotations of expressions to be treated
uniformly. We assume a ountably in nite set Sym of symbols (disjoint from
ftype; kind; ; ; g.)

De nition 2 (Pos : the set of positions). Let Nat be the set of natural numbers. The indu tive set Pos of positions is de ned by the following onstru tors:
 : Pos
: : Pos

! Nat ! Pos

(appli ations of \." written in x)

If n 2 Nat , n will often be used ambiguously to denote :n.

We now de ne operations  and . The rst right-shifts a position by
prepending another position as a pre x, and the se ond left-shifts a position
to remove a pre x. The notation is hosen to re all standard right and left
bit-shifting operations. In meta-theoreti expressions,  and  will bind more
loosely than the \." onstru tor.

De nition 3 ( and  : shifting positions). If ; 2 Pos and n 2 Nat ,
then the operation  of prepending to  is de ned indu tively by:   =
and :n  = (  ):n. Now suppose  = ( 0  ). Then   is de ned
to be 0 . Otherwise, it is unde ned.
De nition 4 (Exp : the set of LF expressions). The set Exp of LF expressions is the set of all partial fun tions e from Pos to Sym [ ftype; kind; ; ; g
satisfying the following requirements:
{ e is unde ned on all but a nite non-empty subset of Pos .
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{
{
{
{

Def(e) is pre x- losed: if e(:n) #, then e() #.
If e() 2 Sym [ ftype; kindg, then fi j e(:i) #g = ;.
If e() = , then fi j e(:i) #g = f0; 1g.
If e() 2 f;  g, then e(:0) 2 Sym and fi j e(:i) #g = f0; 1; 2g.

We will use the ustomary notation for LF expressions. The indu tive de nition
of this notation is omitted, as is the justi ation for the prin iple of stru tural
indu tion on LF expressions, whi h we will also use.
We now extend  and  to expressions. The intention is that if e is an
expression with e( ) #, then (e   ) is the subexpression at position  in e
(usually written ej ).

De nition 5 ( and  extended). The extensions of  and  whi h shift
a fun tion whose domain is Pos by a position are also denoted  and . For
input 0 2 Pos , (f  ) and (f  ) are de ned by
(f   )( 0 ) = f ( 0   )
(f   )( 0 ) = f ( 0   )

Equivalently, viewing f as a set of pairs, (  ) and (  ) are applied to f
by applying them to the rst omponent of ea h pair. We also extend  and 
to shift sets of positions by a position. The de nition for S  Pos is
(S   ) = f
(S   ) = f

 j 2 S g
 j 2 S g

Example 1. Consider the following expression e:

f 7! ; 0 !
7 ;

0:0 7! f; 0:1 7! a; 1 7! bg

In ustomary notation, this is denoted ((f a) b), and (e  0) is (f a), sin e, e.g.,
(e  0)(0) = e(0:0) = f .

De nition 6 (annotations). Suppose e 2Exp . An annotation of e is a partial
fun tion from Def(e) to Exp .

An annotation of e 2Exp labels some subexpressions of e with other expressions.

3.2 A al ulus of annotations
In this se tion, a new al ulus for LF is presented. Derivable obje ts are essentially annotations of LF expressions. For a given e 2 Exp , the idea is to derive
an annotation a of e su h that for all  2 Def(e), a( ) =  i
` e() : 
is derivable in the standard al ulus, where is a ontext determined by the
bindings o urring at pre xes of  in e. By deriving su h annotations, we make
all omputed lassi ers available at every point in the derivation. This sets the
stage for reusing omputed lassi ers in Se tion 4. Similar te hni al ma hinery
is used in [8℄. There is also some resemblan e to the marked al ulus for LF
of [22℄.
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Notation 1 (annotations) Suppose a is an annotation of e 2Exp with Def(a) =
f1 ; : : : ; n g. Then a may be denoted f1 : a(1 ); : : : ; n : a(n )g.
Figure 2 presents the al ulus. The primary derivable obje ts are sequents
` a, where a is an annotation and e 2Exp . It is required in all rules
that `  Sig is derivable. The list  is alled a signature instead of a ontext
be ause it never hanges during a derivation (after it has been proved wellformed using (sigemp) and (sigadd)). The (ax) rule spe i es an expression's
initial annotation, whi h is de ned in the last part of Figure 2 by stru tural
indu tion. The lassi ational rules (lam), (app), and (pi) just show how an
annotation is extended to a new position. For the premises of those rules, the
notation  j e ` a  X means that  j e ` a is derivable, where a  X .
A few further remarks on the al ulus are needed. Meta-theoreti expressions
like (e  :1) in the on lusion of (lam) denote the expression resulting from
performing the shift. Se ond, the standard al ulus is used omputationally by
applying the rules bottom-up to analyze a goal lassi ation into subgoals. In
ontrast, the annotation al ulus is used by applying the rules top-down to
saturate the initial annotation spe i ed by (ax). Finally, it is not obvious that
the annotation al ulus of Figure 2 is well-de ned, sin e it is not obvious that
the derived obje ts are always fun tional and not sometimes merely relational.
Fun tionality up to equivalen e will be a onsequen e of the equivalen e of the
annotation al ulus with the standard presentation of LF, sin e LF enjoys uni ity
of lassi ers up to equivalen e (theorem 2.4 of [10℄).

je

Notation 2 (derivable sequents) In addition to denoting sequents (theoretial obje ts), expressions like  j e ` a will be used to denote the meta-theoreti
proposition that the orresponding sequent is derivable in the annotation al ulus.
3.3 Equivalen e with the standard al ulus
This se tion states the equivalen e of the annotation al ulus and the standard
al ulus of Se tion 2. This result may be proved from three lemmas about the
annotation al ulus, whi h are stated rst. Omitted proofs may be found in [20℄.

Lemma 1 (monotoni ity). Suppose  j e ` a is derivable starting from a
sequent  j e ` a0 (used as an assumption to whi h the inferen e rules are then
applied). Then  j e ` a [ X is derivable starting from sequent  j e ` a0 [ X.
Furthermore,  j e ` a implies a  I (e).
Proof: Both laims follow by indu tion on the assumed derivation: every
rule only extends annotations (starting from the initial annotation I (e)), and
no rule is prevented from being applied by de nedness of an annotation at a
position. 2

Lemma 2 (-shifting sequents). Let  2 f;  g be arbitrary.
i:  j Mi ` a
implies  j (M0 M1 ) ` (a  i) [ I (M0 M1 ); for i 2 f0; 1g
ii:  j  ` a
implies  j  x : : M ` (a  1) [ I ( x : : M )
iii: ; x :  j M ` a implies  j  x : : M ` (a  2) [ I ( x : : M )
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I. Classi ations:
(ax)

 je

(lam)
(app)
(pi)

`

je

I (e)

`

a

:2 :  g  j  x : :  ` a
 j e ` a [ f :  x : :  g

 f

0

:

 f

e( ) =  and 2 ftype; kindg,
x = (e  :0) and  = (e  :1)

g

 j e ` a  f:0 :  x : : ; :1 :  g

 j e ` a [ f :  [x := (e  :1)℄g e( ) =  and  = 

 je

0

`

a  f:1 : type; :2 :
 j e ` a [ f : g

g

e( ) =  and

0

type; kindg

2 f

II. Signatures:
(sigemp)

` 

Sig

(sigadd)

`

 j e ` a a() 2 ftype; kindg
; : e Sig

III. Initial annotation:
I (type)
= f : kindg
I (kind)
=;
I (M0 M1 ) = (I (M0 )  0) [ (I (M1 )  1)
for  2 f;  g; I ( x : : M ) = (I ( )  1) [ (I; x: (M )  2)
f : lookup(v;  )g
if lookup(v;  ) #;
for v 2 Sym;
I (v )
=
;
otherwise
Fig. 2.

Annotation al ulus for LF

Lemma 3 (-shifting sequents). Let  2 f;  g be arbitrary.
i:  j (M0 M1 ) ` a implies  j Mi `
(a  i); for i 2 f0; 1g
ii:  j  x : : M ` a implies  j  `
(a  1)
iii:  j  x : : M ` a implies ; x :  j M ` (a  2)
Theorem 1 ( orre tness of annotation al ulus). Let e;  2 Exp be arbitrary, and let  be an arbitrary list of bindings. Then the following are equivalent:
1. `  Ctx and  ` e :  are both derivable in the standard al ulus for LF.
2. There is an annotation a of e with a() =  su h that `  Sig and  j e ` a
are both derivable in the annotation al ulus.

4 Context-dependent lassi er a hing
This se tion presents the formalization of the approa h to a hing and reusing
omputed lassi ers des ribed in Se tion 1, and proves it sound. Some preliminary de nitions are needed.
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De nition 7 (FS(e) : free symbols of e). The fun tion FS omputing the
set of symbols o urring freely in e 2 Exp is de ned by:
FS(type) = FS(kind) = ;
FS(M N ) = FS(M ) [ FS(N )
for  2 f;  g; FS( x : : M ) = FS( ) [ (FS(M ) n fxg)
for v 2 Sym; FS(v ) = fv g

De nition 8 (Ctxe () : ontext at  in e). Let e 2 Exp ,  2 Def(e), and
n 2 Nat . Ctxe () is the list of bindings at proper pre xes of  in e:
Ctxe () = 


e (); (e  :0) : (e  :1) if e() 2 f;  g and n = 2
Ctxe (:n) = Ctx
Ctxe ()
otherwise
Example 2. Let e be  x : :  y : :  x : : x. Then
Ctxe (2) = x : 

Ctxe (2:2:2) = x : ; y : ; x : 

De nition 9 (Depe () : dependen ies at  in e). Let e
Def(e). Depe () = fx : lookup(x; Ctxe ()) j x 2 FS(e  )g.

2 Exp

and 

2

Intuitively, the intention is that Depe ( ) be the set of all those bindings in
Ctxe () that the lassi ation of (e  ) depends on.

Example 3. Let e be as in Example 2. Then Depe (2:2:2) = fx :  g.
Now onsider the extension of the annotation al ulus of Figure 2 by the following
new rule:

je ` a
0
0
` a [ ((a  )  0 ) (e  ) = (e   ) and Depe () = Depe ( )
Suppose subexpression (e   ) of e o urs at position  0 6=  (as well as at
( opy)

je

position  ). Then informally, the ( opy) rule says that if the annotation for the
subexpression at the rst position has been omputed, then it an be simply
opied in a single step to annotate that subexpression at the se ond position
( 0 ), as long as the dependen ies of the subexpression are the same at the two
positions.

Example 4 (derivation using ( opy)). Let  be a signature
 : type; f : 

! ( !  );

g:

! ;

::::

Let e be  x : : (f (g (g x))) (g (g x)). The following derivation uses ( opy)
to avoid re omputing the annotation for the se ond o urren e of (g (g x)).
Note that the position of the rst o urren e of that expression is 2:0:1 and the
position of the se ond o urren e is 2:1. We abbreviate the derivation by showing
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just how annotations are extended. The rules used are, from top to bottom, (ax),
(app), (app), and ( opy). In the instan e of ( opy),  = 2:0:1 and  0 = 2:1. Note
that ( opy) extends the annotation at several positions, be ause ( opy) opies
the entire annotation of one subexpression to another. So a single appli ation of
( opy) annotates at the se ond o urren e of (g (g x)) all those subterms whi h
are annotated at the rst o urren e.

 je

` f: : : ;

2:0:1:0 : 

! ;

2:0:1:1:0 : 
2:0:1:1 : 
2:0:1 : 
2:1:1 : ; 2:1 : 

! ;

2:0:1:1:1 :  g

Theorem 2 ( onservativity of ( opy)). A sequent is derivable in the al ulus
with ( opy) i it is derivable in the original al ulus without ( opy).
Proof: The \if" dire tion of the proof is obvious. For the \only if" dire tion,
the proof is by indu tion on the assumed derivation with ( opy). All ases follow
easily using the indu tion hypothesis, ex ept the ase for ( opy). In that ase,
by the indu tion hypothesis, we have a derivation without ( opy) of  j e ` a.
We must show that  j e ` a [ ((a   )   0 ) is derivable without ( opy),
where (e   ) = (e   0 ) and Depe ( ) = Depe ( 0 ).
Let C = Ctxe ( ) and C 0 = Ctxe ( 0 ). Observe rst that
je

`a

implies ; C j (e   )

` (a  ):

This follows readily by indu tion on  using Lemma 3 (shifting). Then we an
show that ; C 0 j (e   0 ) ` (a   ) is derivable. This is proved by showing
that I;C (e   ) = I;C (e   0 ), whi h is done readily by indu tion on the
stru ture of (e   ): all ases go through easily using the indu tion hypothesis,
ex ept for the ase when (e   ) is a symbol, where the fa t that Depe ( ) =
Depe (0 ) is used. Finally, it an then be proved by indu tion on  0 using Lemma 2
(shifting) that
0

; C 0 j (e  0 )

` ((a  )  0 ) [ I (e)
The result now follows using Lemma 1 (monotoni ity). 2
` (a  )

implies  j e

4.1 Implementation
The ( opy) rule forms the theoreti al basis for ontext-dependent a hing. One
way to implement ( opy) would be to maintain a hash table H mapping a pair
of the form h(e   ); Depe ( )i to the lassi er omputed for (e   ) at a position with dependen ies Depe ( ). This would result in the maximum reusing
of omputed lassi ers allowed by ( opy). The table H , however, ould be ome
very large, with no guarantee that a hed results would be reused frequently.
The ea proof he ker implements a more memory-eÆ ient approximation to
this s heme; the approximation seems to work well in pra ti e, although there
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are ases where it a hieves less reuse than the full a hing s heme. We approximate Depe ( ) by the position of e's deepest relevant binding. More pre isely,
we approximate Depe ( ) by the longest pre x of  in e su h that the binding
(e  :0) : (e  :1) is in Depe ( ). This position is alled the ontext id of
the o urren e of (e   ) at  . Now H is taken to be a hash table from subexpressions (e   ) to pairs h; idi, where  is a lassi er and id is the ontext
identi er of the o urren e of (e   ) for whi h  was omputed. Before trying
to ompute the lassi er for a subexpression s, H is onsulted to see whether
or not there is a a hed lassi er  for s whi h has the same ontext identi er
as this o urren e of s. If so,  is used for this o urren e. If not, the lassi er
 0 for s at this o urren e is omputed, and H is modi ed to map s to h 0 ; idi,
where id is the ontext id for s at this o urren e. See Se tion 7 for empiri al
results.

4.2 Proof ompression
We brie y sket h an approa h based on ontext-dependent a hing to proof
ompression. An expression e is ompressed as follows. With ea h subexpression
(e   ) at position  , we a he in a ontext-dependent way an abbreviation

a :=  x1 : 1 : : : :  xn : n : (e  )
where Depe ( ) = fx1 : 1 ; : : : ; xn : n g and a is some new symbol. We then
transform the subexpression (e   ) by repla ing it with (: : : (a x1 ) : : : xn ). If
the type he ker permits, the abbreviation an be inserted at the position in the
transformed expression orresponding to the ontext id of this subexpression at
this position  . More work is required to pull the abbreviation all the way to
the front of the transformed expression. This is be ause the types 1 ; : : : ; n may
ontain free variables besides the ones x1 ; : : : ; xn a ounted for in the body of the
abbreviation. To pull the abbreviation upward in the expression a ross a - or
 -binding of a variable v, if the body of the abbreviation as it urrently stands
ontains v free, then that body will have to be augmented by a -abstra tion
of v . Appli ations of the new onstant a will then have to take in v as another
argument.

5 Variable-sensitive safe substitution
Pro ling runs of ea he king proofs produ ed by CVC typi ally show that a
large fra tion of the time (around 30% on the dlx-p example of Se tion 7)
is spent performing safe substitutions. In this se tion, we des ribe some improvements to safe substitution. We de ne a substitution to be a fun tion  :
Sym ! Exp with a nite domain of de nition fv1 ; : : : ; vn g. It may be denoted fv1 :=  (v1 ); : : : ; vn :=  (vn )g, possibly without the urly bra kets. Let
 2 f;  g be arbitrary. Then the safe appli ation e[℄ of su h a substitution 
to e 2 Exp is de ned by indu tion on the stru ture of e. In the se ond ase for
-abstra tions, x^ is a symbol not o urring in M or the range of .
[ ℄ = ; for

2 ftype; kindg
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(M N )[ ℄ = (M [ ℄ N [ ℄)
8
if  = ( 0 [ fx := tg) for some t
< ( x : A[℄: M [0 ℄)
( x : A: M )[ ℄ =  x^ : A[ ℄: M [ [ fx := x^g℄ if x 2 FS( (v )) for some v;
:  x : A[℄: M [℄
otherwise

(v) if (v) #
for v 2 Sym; v [ ℄ =
v
otherwise
Safe substitution requires sets of free symbols of expressions to be omputed.
If the symbols bound by signature  are disjoint from the symbols bound by all
 - and -abstra tions, then instead of FS(e) it an easily be shown that we an
use the set of free variables of e (relative to  ), de ned by

FV (e) = fv 2 FS(e) j  does not bind vg:
Furthermore, FV (e) an be a hed with e, so it need not be re omputed. Also,
it is to be expe ted that many expressions will have the same set of free variables.
A set S of the sets of free variables is maintained, and memory is allo ated for a
new set of free variables only if a set storing exa tly those variables is not already
in S . Finally, if FV (e) \ Def( ) = ;, then an easy indu tive proof shows that
e[℄ = e. So there is no need to ompute e[℄ if this interse tion is empty.

5.1 de Bruijn indi es
The optimizations of safe substitution are des ribed for the version of LF that
uses named variables; this is what is implemented in ea. An alternative is to
use de Bruijn indi es for variables (see, e.g., [13℄). The optimization of returning
e for e[℄ without a tually applying the substitution in the ase where FV (e) \
Def() = ; is still relevant with de Bruijn indi es. The de nition of FS( x :
: M ) for  2 f;  g is hanged to be the following:

FS( x : : M ) = FS() [ fv

1jv 2 FS(M )g

The optimization is performed by he king the interse tion of FS(e) and Def( )
for emptiness. It would then make sense to share sets of free variables, as proposed in the ase of named variables. We might expe t many fewer di erent
sets of de Bruijn indi es, and so the optimization of using a set of sets of free
variables ould be even more e e tive. Furthermore, sets of de Bruijn indi es
an be ompa tly represented as bitve tors.

5.2 Expli it substitutions
A further improvement, whi h was also not implemented in ea, would be to
use expli it substitutions and a he the result of omputing e[ ℄. This ould be
done by maintaining a hash table mapping expressions e[ ℄ to the results of
arrying out the substitutions. Using su h a a hing s heme ould help improve
performan e, although it might be ne essary to use a a he of xed maximum
size and implement some a he repla ement poli y to keep from using too mu h
memory.
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6 Classi er omputation for left-nested appli ations

A left-nested appli ation is an appli ation like ((( a1 ) a2 ) a3 ). Suppose the lassi er for a lassi able left-nested appli ation (: : : ( a1 ) : : : an ) is to be omputed.
Assuming that lassi ers 10 ; : : : ; n0 for a1 ; : : : ; an and  x1 : 1 : : : :  xn : n : 
( all this optype ) for have already been omputed, the derivation in the annotation al ulus (with positions written in bold for readability) would be

:::
0n 1 :0 :  x1 : 1 : : : :  xn : n : ; 0n 1:1 : 10
0n 2:0 :  x2 : 2 [x1 := a1 ℄: : : :  xn : n [x1 := a1 ℄:  [x1 := a1 ℄; 0n 2:1 : 2

..
.
0 :  xn : n [x1 := a1 ℄ : : : [xn 1 := an 1 ℄:  [x1 := a1 ℄ : : : [xn 1 := an 1 ℄;
 :  [x1 := a1 ℄ : : : [xn := an ℄
where the following de nition has been used:

1 : n

De nition 10 (iterated \."). For n; m 2 Nat , nm is de ned indu tively by
n0 =  and nm+1 = (nm ):n

Several things may be observed about how substitutions are arried out in
this derivation. First, (n2 ) time is spent doing substitutions, sin e in the i'th
step of the derivation, a substitution is performed on (optype  2i )[x1 :=
a1 ℄ : : : [xi 1 := ai 1 ℄. This last expression is at least as big as (optype  2i ),
whi h is of size at least n i. There are n steps in the derivation, so the total time is at least quadrati . Se ond, onsider what happens in, for example,
step 3 of su h a derivation. If 3 has an o urren e of x1 in it, then omputing
3 [x1 := a1 ℄[x2 := a2 ℄ will require omputing a1 [x2 := a2 ℄, even though a1 annot
possibly ontain x2 free. Variable-sensitive substitution would keep the se ond
observation from leading to ineÆ ien y, but not the rst; the following solution
prevents both problems. The annotation al ulus's (app) rule is repla ed by the
rule (app') below. For notational simpli ity, we give just the instan e of the rule
that extends the annotation at position , instead of at an arbitrary position.
For i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, let ai abbreviate (e  0n i :1), whi h is the i'th innermost
argument in the nested appli ation.
0n 1 :0 :  x1 : 1 : : : :  xn : n : ; 0n 1:1 : 10 ; : : : ; 1 : n0 
(app')
 :  [x1 := a1 ; : : : ; xn := an ℄
The side ondition  on the rule is the onjun tion of the following:
{ e(0i ) = , for all i 2 f0; : : : ; n 1g
{ 1 
= 10
{ for i 2 f2; : : : ; n 1g, i [x1 := a1 ; : : : ; xi 1 := ai 1 ℄ 
= i0
In the ase where for some 1  i < j  n, xi  xj , we stipulate that the
binding of xi o urring further to the left in the substitution is dropped from
the substitution. If the types 1 ; : : : ; n are ea h of onstant size, then this rule
(whose proof of orre tness we omit to save spa e) requires only O(n) time to
be spent performing substitutions. This is be ause the side ondition applies a
substitution (of size O(i)) n times to something of onstant size.
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7 Empiri al results
This se tion gives some empiri al results on proofs produ ed by CVC for formulas generated from veri ation problems. The proofs use some extensions to
LF for dealing with lists more dire tly. In order to ompare with two other
systems implementing LF type- he king, a large pie e of one example was handtranslated to remove the extensions, and ommon subexpressions were pulled
out using abbreviations (see Se tion 4.2); dlx-p .pure is the result. This example
ould then be run through Twelf [18℄ and, with a minor translation, LEGO [14℄.1
Figure 3 gives the results. Entries in the table show time and peak memory
usage on a 850MHz Pentium III with 256M of main memory. \all optimizations"
is the ea proof he ker with all the optimizations des ribed above. \-distin t
vars" is \all" ex ept without the optimization allowed by keeping bound variables distin t from onstants de lared in the signature (Se tion 5). \-interse tion
he k" is \all" without the he k on the interse tion of domain of de nition of
substitution and set of free variables of expression (Se tion 5). \-fv sets" is \all"
ex ept that memory for a set of free variables is allo ated without onsulting a
set of sets of free variables (Se tion 5). \-left nest" is \all" ex ept without the
modi ation to allow eÆ ient omputation of the lassi er of left-nested appliations (Se tion 6). Example size is the size in ASCII text with maximal sharing
of ommon subexpressions. No results are given in the table for he king without
ontext-dependent a hing, be ause as mentioned earlier, he king is not feasible
without this optimization. As one example of this, a small subproof of dlx-p of
size 90K takes 1.3s to he k with ontext-dependent a hing and over 1 minute
to he k without. This is be ause as a tree, the subproof is 3.5M long.

all optimizations
-distin t vars
-interse tion he k
-fv sets
-left nest
Twelf
LEGO
example size

dlx-p .pure
4.4s, 31M
8.9s, 42M
4.0s, 31M
4.1s, 32M
6.4s, 60M
26.8s, 84M
930s, 51M
2.4M

Fig. 3.

dlx-p
24.7s, 49M
46.7s, 65M
>1000s, >256M
22.3s, 60M
21.3s, 72M
[examples not in
[examples not in
2.2M

satyaki5
pp-invariant
21.6 s, 36M 68s, 68M
47.6s, 39M 97s, 95M
720s, 167M 127s, 72M
19.9s, 42M 84s, 90M
24.5s, 48M 53.5s, 94M
pure LF format℄
pure LF format℄
0.9M
4.6M

Empiri al results omparing optimizations

Without \interse tion he k", he king time varies rather widely, possibly
be ause the interse tion he k ameliorates some of the ineÆ ien y of performing
substitution over a DAG without a hing. The results of substituting annot
1

The example in pure LF is available on the web in Twelf and LEGO formats at
http://verify.stanford.edu/~stump/dlx-p .pure/. Also, the ea proof he ker ships
with CVC, whi h is freely available at http://verify.stanford.edu/CVC/.
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be easily a hed, be ause the substitution being applied hanges; as explained
in Se tion 5 above, using expli it substitutions would help with this problem.
The asymptoti ally better lassi er omputation for left-nested appli ations is
slower on half the ben hmarks, possibly be ause the average depth of immediate
nesting of  -abstra tions (less than 10 in these examples) is not great enough
for the linear algorithm to over ome its onstant overhead.

8 Con lusion
Several optimizations for LF type- he king have been presented. To formalize ontext-dependent a hing, a path al ulus for LF has been developed and
proven equivalent to a standard al ulus. Optimizations related to safe substitution and lassi er omputation for left-nested appli ations have also been
presented. Further empiri al work is needed to see whi h optimizations are most
important for parti ular lasses of represented proofs. The results of the paper
should generalize to Pure Type Systems (PTSs), although it is not obvious how
to extend a hing to PTSs that are not singly sorted, sin e uni ity of lassi ers
an fail (see Lemma 5.2.21 of [3℄). For similar reasons, it is not lear to what
extent ontext-dependent a hing an be used in type- he king impli it LF [16℄
or systems of the Rho Cube [5℄.
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